
1Ardhakurmakasana (half-tortoise posture)
or Diirgha Pranama (long-bowing posture):

Kneel down and, holding the palms together,
extend the arms forward,
keeping them close
to the ears.
Then
bend
forward
in a posture of bowing down, touching the
floor with the tip of the nose and the forehead.
Keep the buttocks as close as possible to
touching the heels. While bending down,
breathe out and completely exhale for eight
seconds. Then rise up, breathing in. Practise eight
times.

2 Yogasana (yoga posture) or Yogamudra
(yoga gesture):

Sit in Bhojasana
(simple cross-legged
posture); or you can

perform the asana in full lotus. Pass both hands
backward and grip the left wrist with the right
hand. Then bring the forehead and nose into
contact with the floor, breathing out during the
process. Maintain this posture and hold the
breath for eight seconds and then rise up,
breathing in. Practise eight times.

3 Bhujaungasana (snake posture): Lie down
on your chest. Supporting the weight on the

palms, raise the chest, directing your head
backwards.
Look at the
ceiling.
Breathe in
while rising
and after
having risen,
hold your
breath for
eight seconds. Come down to original posture
while breathing out. Practise eight times.

SIMPLE POSTURES TO GROUND AND CENTREYOGA
WHICH ASANAS TO PRACTISE?

With more than 50,000 different yoga postures or asanas from which to choose, it’s no 
wonder people go to classes, if only to find out which ones they should do — as well as for the

motivation to actually do them. When I started out doing yoga, I couldn’t choose either and I wasn’t
much motivated to go to regular classes. So I worked out a set of asanas from books — the ones
illustrated here — and decided to do them at home. That way I had the freedom to choose when, 
for how long and if I wanted music or not. The ones I’ve chosen are designed to ground, calm 

and centre. Of course, when choosing asanas, factors such as your physical health, dominant mental
tendencies, your body’s flexibility, diet and how much time you have each day all come into play. 
Still, there are a few basic asanas that can be performed safely by just about anyone — Diirgha

Pranama, Yogamudra, Bhujaungasana (1, 2 and 3) and any of the meditation postures. 
That will suffice until you figure out a set for yourself to add to these three. Apart from the ones 

here it never hurts to go along to a yoga class for some further ideas. Obviously, choose ones that
meet your needs and reasons for doing yoga in the first place. I want to centre, so I’ve picked 
the ones that help me do that. I’m not into contortion for contortion’s sake. I would say mix 

the order up so you’re stretching one way with one asana, the other with the next.



4 Sarvaungasana
(shoulder stand): Lie

down on your back. Gradually
raise the entire body and
keep it straight, resting its
weight on your shoulders. The
chin should be in contact with
the chest. Support both sides
of your trunk with your hands.
The toes remain together, the
eyes are directed at the toes.

5 Urdhvapadmasana (inverted
lotus): Start in Padmasana (lotus

posture), and then lie down on your
back in Padmasana. Gradually raise
the body above the floor and rest its
weight on your shoulders. Support
both sides of the body with the
hands. Practise three times, up to five
minutes each time.

6 Matsyamudra (fish gesture): Lie down in
Padmasana (lotus posture). Rest the crown of

the head on the
floor and grasp
both the big toes
with the hands.
Practise three times,
alternating with

Matsyasana (7). Maximum time for practice is two
and a half minutes.

7 Matsyasana
(fish posture):

Lie down in
Padmasana (lotus

posture). Grasp each shoulder with the opposite
hand from behind. The head will rest on both
forearms. Practise three times, each time for half
a minute, alternating with Matsyamudra (6).

8 Janushirasana
(head-to-knee

posture): Press the
Muladhara (base of
the spine) with the
right heel. Extend
the left leg forward.
While exhaling, touch the left knee with the
forehead. Then, interlocking all the fingers firmly,
press the left sole with the hands. Be fully
exhaled when the forehead touches the knee.
Maintain this posture for eight seconds. Separate

the hands and sit erect, while breathing in. Then
press the Muladhara with the left heel and repeat
the above process exactly. One round comprises
practising once with the left and once with the
right leg. Practise four rounds.

9Naokasana (boat
posture) or Dhanurasana

(bow posture): Lie face
down. Flex the legs to bring
the lower legs close to the
thighs. Directing the hands
over the back, grasp the
ankles. Raise the entire body, supporting the
weight on the navel. Extend the neck and chest
as far back as possible; begin slowly. Look to the
front. Breathe in while raising the body and
maintain yourself in that state for eight seconds.
Resume the original posture while breathing out.
Practise eight times in this manner. The aim is to
have the body assume the shape of a bow.

10 Bhastrikasana (bellows posture): Lie on
your back and while breathing out, bend

the right leg and bring the thigh into contact with
the chest. Grasp the leg firmly with both hands.
Maintain this posture for eight seconds, holding

the breath. Resume
original posture while
breathing in. Practise
similarly with the left
leg, and then with both
legs together. One
round comprises this
process with the right leg, the left leg, and both
legs together. Practise eight rounds (8 x 3 = 24
postures).

11Padmasana (lotus
posture): Place the

right foot on the left thigh
and the left foot on the
right thigh. Hold the jaws
together and press the
tongue against the roof of
the mouth. You can
maintain this posture as
long as you like.

Adapted from Yoga Asanas in Practical Tantra (Ananda Marga) MORE

http://ananda-marga.info/Practical%20Tantra.html

